By featuring the closet drama revival of the Romantic period and its women practitioners -most notably Joanna Baillie's lone closet play, The Martyr (1826) -this essay offers a formulation of the state of scholarship on closet drama and a programme for future research. It is structured by several questions: how does the periodic revival and persistence of closet drama 1 affect our construction and reading of theatre history and the canons of drama that this history produces, and what has the closet play enabled writers to express at different points in time? Certainly the corralling together of 'unperformed drama' sheds light on the ways in which theatrical practices, regulations and conventions have changed over time and reminds us that one way of marking the divide between pre-and post-twentieth-century theatre 2 is to consider that no subject or topic is regarded as 'unperformable' in the current age. Though the 'too horrible' or 'holy' were considered especially unsuited for the stage before 1900,3 no one would suggest so today, even as these categories might prevent a play from being commercially produced.
While Romantic scholars have made fewer advances than Renaissance critics in analysing closet drama's unique form and its relationship to gender, Michael Simpson and William Jewett have done much to deepen our understanding of the ways in which the dramaturgy of closet plays functions to critique accepted paradigms. s Their books demonstrate that, if Romantic closet dramas are studied not as failed plays (or ones that happened not to have been produced) butinstead -as intentional responses to their historical moment, then one can come to understand more precisely the ways in which the closet play has emerged at different moments in history to comment on theatre as a medium. Martin Puchner's recent book on modernist closet drama -though it neglects the theorizing by Renaissance and Romantic scholars -does a brilliant generic analysis, dividing the closet play into two types (the 'restrained' and 'exuberant'),6 in the process of arguing the need for a more sustained investigation of closet drama as a discrete form.
Yet the current state of closet drama scholarship presents us with something of a paradox: spurred by Queer Studies to investigate 'the closet' as both an epistemological and architectural space that has shaped historical and cultural practices, critics have tended to redefine 'closet drama' not so much as a genre but as a mode of reception. In recent years, the phrase 'closet drama' has been used to refer to two types of plays that do not necessarily share any formal properties: (1) plays written for reading; (2) those that have never been staged. Some plays have both of these features, but there is nothing intrinsically -generically -similar about these categories of texts; the only links occur in a shared history of non-performance. To make the issue of definition more complicated, the term 'closet play' has also recently been used to describe dramas about sexual 'closeting' created by (gay) playwrights.
At the definitional level, the term 'closet drama' is sometimes used interchangeably with other related, but distinct, terms. For example, in English Drama 1900 Drama -1930 Drama (1973 , Allardyce Nicoll uses the term 'poetic play' to denote 'fundamentally un actable' dramas and connects this mode to 'dramatic poems'.? He also charts the persistence in the Modern period of the 'poetic and literary drama' -plays that were often acted and written in an anti-realist mood. But these are not really the same as 'closet play', a term more effectively reserved for the deliberate writing of works in playscript form for reading (perhaps aloud) rather than staging. Closet drama is also distinct from 'chamber dramas', plays like Yeats's in Scenes and Plays (1929) , which were written for any 'room large enough for a gathering place',s done by amateur groups who were attracted to 'choric speaking,.9 One sees the confusion in terminology perSisting into the closet drama revival of the 1970s with -for instance -Om Prakash Mathur's definition, who described the closet playas 'drama which, on account of an undue prominence of the "literary" element, "reads" much better than it acts (if it is at all intended to be produced), and communicates its full characteristic pleasure in reading and not in a theatrical performance' .10 This cumbersome, albeit ecumenical, explanation -blending form ('the "literary element" ') with questions of context and intent (is the play written to be 'read' or 'produced'?) and aesthetics (it 'pleases' 'fully' when read) -also
